
Ride-on Sweeper

TS1300 Pro
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Professional cleaning made simple
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Nanjing TVX Cleaning Equipment Co., Ltd.

Building 8, Phase 2, Zifeng R&D Center, NO. 121 Baihe Road, Pukou District, 
Nanjing City, Jiangsu Province, China

sales@tvxclean.com
Nanjing TVX Cleaning Equipment Co., Ltd.

WeChat  ID

*The image shown here is indicative only. If there is inconsisitency
*Between the image and the actual prorduct, the actual product shall govern

+86 18061203729

Professional cleaning made simple
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Automatic adjustment of the main
brush system for high cleaning efficiency

Efficient filtration system, stable working

Rear wheel drive system

Flexible handling body

Super large solution tank design

Longer cleaning time
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TS1300 Pro

390mm
Main Brush width 700mm

Cleaning width 1330mm

Side brush width

Dust suction motor 24V/380W

Roll brush motor 24V/600W

Efficiency 7315㎡/h

Working speed 0-6.5Km/h

Driving motor 24V/800W

Dustbin 100L

Filter area 6㎡

Water tank 30L

Unit dimension 1395*1010*1200mm

Battery pack 494*354*30mm

Steering diameter 1980mm

The gradient it can reach 18°

TS1300 Pro
Ride-on sweeper

Efficient sweeping capacity

Long running time
Spray and dustfall sweeping
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Minimalist design of the control panel Extra large 6-barrel filtration system

Front nozzle with atomisation system
Sealing thread design in solution

water tank inlet
Ergonomically designed duster

foot pedal

waste bin with split design

High efficiency cleaning·save time and effort
Clean 7315㎡ per hour which is equivalent to the efficiency of
6-8 cleaners, and it's cleaner

Mop

5%
Broom

8%
Vacuum cleaner

15%
Floor sweeper

98%

Professional cleaning made simple

Product Features

Application scenarios Parameters

30L water tank and dustfall system keep our machine 
clean in special contamination situations to reduce 

secondary contamination

Powerful traction motors for complex indoor and 
outdoor conditions

Extra-large polyester hybrid 6-barrel filter with long life 
for continuous working filtration

Equipped with independent motor-controlled 
double-sided brushes and main roller brushes as well 
as a vacuum filtration system with automatic dust 
shaking

Ride-on operation,flexible to turn around, keep high 
effciency and easier to operate

Doing cleaning task that lasts longer, Ergonomically 
designed handle keep operator more comfortable


